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International Shares.

It may come as a surprise to
many Australian investors that
the domestic stock market only
accounts for approximately 2% of
global market capitalisation.
As an investor if you are fully invested in the Australian share
market it means you are concentrating your risk, limiting your
potential returns and missing out on 98% of other investment
opportunities.
Whilst there are obvious benefits for investing domestically the
arguments in favour of global diversification and exposure to
other industries and sectors not available within Australia are
compelling.
Bell Potter’s international equities service enables you to directly
invest in equity markets in the United States, Japan, throughout
Europe and the United Kingdom, as well as other major exchanges
around the globe.

Key features

-- 	Individually tailored advice
and solutions
-- Personalised service and advice.
-- All securities are held in fully
disclosed custody accounts in the
local markets.
-- Dividends are paid in Australian
dollars.
-- All buy and sell orders are settled in
Australian dollars.
-- Regular updates of your holdings.
-- A margin lending facility is available
for US securities.
-- Option trading is available for US
securities.
-- Stock Option financing.
-- Employee Share Plans.

Astute Investors can gain portfolio
exposure to the growth and fortunes of
companies that we know and interact
with regularly in our day to day lives.
Whether its Sanyo, Nokia, Microsoft,
Google, General Electric or American
Express…. there are many names,
products, sectors and opportunities that
Australian investors simply cannot get
exposure to within the ASX.
At Bell Potter, we can help you can trade
securities with ease on exchanges all
around the world.
For more information about our
international equities service please
contact your Bell Potter adviser on

Toll free 1800 062 308
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